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NASA: Today Through Mid-2020s
NASA: 2018 – 2030s
NASA: Moving into 2030s and Beyond




Deep Space Navigation, 
Avionics
Advanced Life 
Support & Resource 
Utilization
Entry Descent and 
Landing Systems






Space Technology focus investments in 7 thrust areas that are key to 
future NASA missions and enhance national space capabilities.

























Shaded states have major participants 



























Introduction to National Additive Manufacturing Innovation
The National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute was 
launched in August 2012 as a result of President Obama’s proposed 
need for a whole-of-government advanced manufacturing effort. 
Mission: To accelerate the adoption of additive manufacturing 
technologies to increase domestic manufacturing competitiveness.
Funding: Five federal agencies - the Departments of Defense, 
Energy, and Commerce, the National Science Foundation, and 
NASA – jointly committed to invest $45 million.
NASA contributes subject matter experts, 




NASA seeks to develop technologies that enable manufacturing…






Metallics and Welding Technologies for Space
Metallics and Welding Technologies for Space
Metallics and Welding Technologies for Space
Composite Technologies for Space
Woven composite materials provide 
advanced thermal protection.
Composite Technologies for Space
• Enables Mass Production and Customization
• Rapid Manufacturing: Tool-less, Extreme Cycle 
Time Reductions
• Weight removal increases mission capabilities, 
saves fuel costs 









30 % weight reduction 
Cost and lead time 
reductions
Additive Technologies for Space















2. Structured light (fringe) 
pattern projected onto the 
component that “shifts”
rapidly
3. Two digital cameras take a series of 
simultaneous images
4. Series of simultaneous images and scans are processed in the software, and based on triangulation 
methods, the software will calculate 3D coordinates of the part and create a continuous contour
1. Targets are placed on 
the hardware
Digital Photo Scan Data
Structured Light Scanning
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Additive Technologies – An Aerospace Application
In-Space Manufacturing 3D Printing in Zero-G Technology Demonstration Onboard the ISS
ISS Commander Butch Wilmore holding a Ratchet that was 3D Printed Onboard the ISS
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Phase I Prints
Completed Phase 1 Technology 
Demonstration Goals
 Demonstrated critical operational 
function of the printer
 Completed test plan for 42 ground 
control and flight specimens
 Identified influence factors that 
may explain differences between 
data sets
Phase II - TBD
• Better statistical sampling












ISS Commander Butch Wilmore with a 3D Printed Sample Container Onboard the ISS
ISS Commander Butch Wilmore with a Sample Container that was 3D Printed Onboard the ISS
Student Designed Part Printed on ISS
Manufacturing “In Situ”
The Journey Continues…
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